
 
 

 
Mentoring Program  

  
The Center for Women’s Leadership Mentoring Program supports the CWL’s vision and mission by 
fostering productive, development-focused relationships between high-achieving, successful women 
leaders and university students and alumni. In partnership with the university’s peer mentoring initiatives, 
the CWL Mentoring Program offers 10 weeks of guided reflection, conversation, and application ideas 
designed to empower future women leaders in the organizations and communities they serve by: 
 

• Developing their commitment to diversity, equity, inclusion, and empowerment;  
• Increasing their awareness of resources, tools, and opportunities that will help them develop their 

leadership potential; and 

• Expanding their capacity for professional networking for career advancement.  
  
  
Program Design  
  
A series of eight modules, which address key topics that impact women leaders, gives the CWL 
Mentoring Program a meaningful yet flexible structure. While the program requires participants to 
complete the first and last modules in the series – to introduce them to the CWL, set them up for a 
successful relationship, and ensure the CWL receives important feedback for future growth – the 
remaining modules allow participants to plan the leadership reflection journey that fits their unique 
personal aspirations. Accordingly, mentors and mentees may define their goals for the program and work 
toward achieving the abovementioned outcomes through a combination of any of the remaining modules, 
choosing the order in which they complete them and revisiting topics as desired.   
  

• Module 1: Welcome to the Center for Women’s Leadership Mentoring Program  
Participants gain a clear understanding of the objectives of the CWL and the CWL Mentoring 
Program and draft their plans and goals for the next 10 weeks.  
  

• Module 2: The Role of Women as Leaders   
Participants identify notable women leaders in our culture – both past and present – and discuss 
the characteristics that make them strong and successful leaders.  

  

• Module 3: Define Success   
Participants reflect on formative personal and professional experiences that have contributed to 
their definitions of success.  

  

• Module 4: Identify Success Beyond Being the “Ideal Employee”   
Participants challenge their current definitions of success by considering the gaps – in both 
perception and practices – between the “ideal employee” and the lived experiences of women in 
the workplace.  

  

• Module 5: Redefine Success through Powerful Self-Thought and Communication   
Participants make their new definitions of success concrete by visualizing how their thought and 
communication practices can foster an inclusive and empathetic workplace.  



 
  

• Module 6: Networking and Professional Development Opportunities  
Participants learn the significance of networking toward self-improvement, marketing, and 
education and work on developing their own personal and professional networks.  

  

• Module 7: Building Your Resources, Tools and Opportunities for Career Advancement  
Participants identify and sharpen their personal skill sets and define a process for continually 
seeking growth opportunities in their chosen leadership paths.  

  

• Module 8: Wrapping-up   
Participants reflect on the CWL Mentoring Program experience, brainstorm next steps in their 
leadership journeys, and complete end of program surveys.  

  
Pilot  
  
The CWL Mentoring Program has been piloted through the Distinguished Mentor Council. This council 
consists of mentors who have successfully completed at least five mentoring milestone plans and who 
conduct research to develop new co-curricular engagement pathways. This pilot has provided the 
program with user feedback to enhance the program prior to launch.  
  
Program Structure  
  
The CWL’s partnership with the university’s peer mentoring program ensures that the CWL Mentoring 
Program has clear organization, preparation, and communication for both mentors and mentees.  
  

• Mentor Qualifications – CWL mentors are university faculty, staff, and alumni, graduates of the 

CWL Mentoring Program, and university affiliates – like Forbes School of Business Advisory 
Board and Program Advisory Committee members – who have demonstrated leadership acumen 
and experience. The CWL Mentoring Program Committee reviews mentor applications to ensure 
their fitness and disposition for the success of the program.  

 

• Mentee Characteristics – CWL mentees come from all degree programs and levels and from a 
variety of personal and professional backgrounds. Amidst their diversity is a shared drive to learn 
and grow in leadership skills. The CWL Mentoring Program is open to:  

 
o First-time college students;  
o Transfer students;  
o All undergraduate-level students;   
o All graduate-level students;  
o All doctorate-level students;  
o All degree programs;  
o All colleges; and  
o Any active duty, veteran, or military spouse  

 

 
 
 



 
 

• Mentor-Mentee Pairing – The CWL Mentoring Program utilizes an online application process to 
facilitate strong mentor-mentee relationships. In this process, an algorithm consumes 
applicant information and analyzes it against mentor profiles, thereby ensuring that program 
pairings accurately accommodate mentor expertise and mentee needs.    

 

• Mentor-Mentee Orientation – The CWL offers bi-weekly live and asynchronous orientation 

events that acquaint participants both with the spirit of the CWL Mentoring Program and with the 
mechanics of working in the virtual platform. The first live orientation dates for CWL are October 
13th and October 27th.   

 

o In addition to orientation, CWL mentors will receive a detailed mentoring guide that will 
help them anticipate and work through the nuanced questions, scenarios, and needs their 
mentees might have through the program. This guide will be available to mentors  

 

• Assessment and Evaluation – Mentors and mentees have several opportunities to submit 

feedback on the program. This feedback is not shared among mentors and mentees; rather, it 
helps the CWL Mentoring Program Committee continually refine and improve its offerings.  

 

o At the end of each module, a comment box in the system allows for module-specific 
feedback.  

o At the end of each week, mentors receive via email a check-in survey, which they use to 
share about their mentees’ progress.  

o At the end of week three, mentees receive via email a check-in survey, which they use to 
share about their experiences with their mentors and with the modules.    

o Upon completion of the CWL Mentoring Program, the mentee and mentor receive an End 
of Program Survey, which includes the option to release mentor and mentee commentary 
as testimonial to the quality of the program for future marketing and program expansion.  

 

• Community and Engagement – The CWL Mentoring Program wants participants to stay 

connected and reap benefits from their relationships both during and after the 10-week program. 
The following initiatives support that aim.  

 

o Mobile App & Social Media – Through the app, CWL mentees and mentors can quickly 
and easily connect with one another, arrange meetings, send messages, and receive 
announcements from staff on their mobile device or tablet to stay informed of program 
updates and events. The CWL and the university’s peer mentoring program 
partnership also leverages a Facebook Group to connect with 1,000 current and past 
members, engage with students and alumni, and provide motivational videos and chats 
via Facebook Live.  

 

o Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) - The Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) plan allows 
student mentors to earn college credit through participation in mentoring related activities 
(completed milestones with mentees, attendance and participation in learning community 
zoom functions, etc.) and through participation in university clubs and organization 
sponsored events.   

 


